Rich
<<<<<<<<<<<<BEGIN MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Taelis
$:::::Perparing to leave the Canoris system on the warbird :::::

Ens. Pang
::sits at FCO checking the co-ordinates to the Neutral Zone::

Capt. Brinn
::arrives on bridge::

Lt. Peters
::In engineering::

LtJG. Quchant
::running power level checks on all major systems::

Capt. Brinn
::nods at the staff::

Lt. Praxton
::leaves quarters to head for the bridge::

Cmdr. Richter III
::enters Bridge, nods at crew assembled::

LtJG. Tharrn
::on the bridge::

Taelis
$::::making sure all data is logged :::::

LtJG. Quchant
::nods back at CO::

Lt. Lenor
::at science one running scans of the area::

Lt. Peters
::Running diags. on weapon systems::

Ens. Pang
::fingers fly over keys ... rechecking::

Capt. Brinn
::checks time, sees it is conference time::

Cmdr. Richter III
::walsk up to CO:: CO: Good to see you sir

Lt. Praxton
::TL arrives at bridge, the Dr. disembarks::

LtJG. Quchant
::running diagnostics on the sub-systems::

Taelis
$::::gives orders for engines to be brought up to full power::

Cmdr. Richter III
::enters RR and takes his seat::

Capt. Brinn
Cmdr: I'd like to see you, Pang, Dr. Paxton, and the Counselor in my ready room.

Ens. Pang
::hopes she has not forgotten how to do this ... links in the TAC console display::

LtJG. Quchant
::running diagnostics on the sheild modualtion program::

Capt. Brinn
Mr. Quchant:  I'll need you to take helm.

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Yes Sir

Capt. Brinn
Lt. Lenor: You have the bridge.

Cmdr. Richter III
CO:Aye sir, ready when you are

Lt. Praxton
::walks over to RR::

LtJG. Tharrn
::raises and performs a Picard maneuver::

Lt. Lenor
::rechecking scanner diagnostics::

Lt. Lenor
Co: yes sir

Capt. Brinn
Cmdr:  Assemble the officers and join me when they arrive.

Lt. Praxton
::enters RR and takes a seat::

Ens. Pang
::double checks weapons and shields::

LtJG. Quchant
::ties the FCO and TAC posistions into the OPS Console::

LtJG. Tharrn
::enters RR::

Capt. Brinn
::stands and makes way to RR::

Lt. Peters
::Diags reveal minor fault in one of the aft torpedo launchers::

Taelis
$:::hears of long range sensors picking up SFG vessel in area :::

Cmdr. Richter III
CO:yes sir

LtJG. Quchant
::wishes for an extra set of hands::

Ens. Pang
::returns to TAC position::

Capt. Brinn
::smiles at Tharrn:: I hope you are recovering?

Taelis
$:::gives orders to depart ::

Cmdr. Richter III
::looks at Tharrn and Praxton:: Are you both ready

LtJG. Quchant
::gets rid of TAC tie in::

LtJG. Tharrn
Brinn: I am feeling much better, Captain. ::smiles::

Lt. Praxton
::nods:: XO: ready

Ens. Pang
::notices that Varek is absent from the bridge -- checks on Security situations::

Lt. Peters
{#}Pang:  Peters here.  We've discovered a minor fault in one of the aft torpedo launchers....

Cmdr. Richter III
Praxton: then after you good Doctor

Lt. Praxton
::smiles at Tharrn::

Cmdr. Richter III
::enters RR with Praxton::

Lt. Praxton
XO: thank you, sir.

Lt. Peters
#Pang.  It will take us a few minutes to correct it.

Ens. Pang
{#}Peters Thanks ... 

Capt. Brinn
#Lenor:  Keep an eye out for any signs of Romulans.  And let me know when we approach the Canoris system.

Taelis
$:::::Likes the feel of the ship going to warp 9 :::::

Cmdr. Richter III
::takes seat::

Rich
<Velaris> Taelis: Data logged sir. Federation ship approaching at warp speed. Leaving the area now sir.......

Cmdr. Richter III
CO:: All officers reporting as requested sir

Capt. Brinn
::sits and looks at the assembled officers.

Lt. Peters
#Pang:  I'll keep you posted.  Peters out.

Ens. Pang
::confirms that torpedo situation is minor only::

Capt. Brinn
Richter: Excellent.  Are we ready to begin?

Ens. Pang
#Peters: Again thanks

Lt. Lenor
::after checking scanners.... begins long range scan of area... then slowly walks over to the captain's chair..... ::

Cmdr. Richter III
CO: Yes sir, the rest of the crew are performing ship wide etsts as we speak

Capt. Brinn
#Pang:  In Varek's absence, I'd like you to join us?

Taelis
$Velaris : Very Well Warp ( let us go before they can discover us ::smiles :::

LtJG. Quchant
::catches the Lt. walking to command chair::

Ens. Pang
::reviews the shift roster for Security ... notices one individual not present::

LtJG. Quchant
<catches = Watches>

Lt. Peters
Barnes:  Take two others and get that launcher repaired.

Capt. Brinn
::waits for Pang::

Ens. Pang
#Captain Aye Sir ::hands over TAC to another Ensign::

Lt. Lenor
# All Stations: Please report status

Rich
<Velaris> Taelis: Aye sir.......::presse buttons::

Ens. Pang
::walks toward Ready Room wondering what she has done wrong::

Ens. Pang
::enters Ready Room::

Lt. Peters
<Barnes>: Peters:  Aye sir.  Laurel, Hardy your with me.

LtJG. Quchant
Lt.Lenor: OPS and FCO functioning within normal parameters

Lt. Praxton
::nods to Pang::

Capt. Brinn
::makes small talk with the others::

Capt. Brinn
Pang: Ah, good, now we can begin.

Ens. Pang
::stands nervously awaiting orderrs::

Lt. Praxton
::is a bit distracted::

Capt. Brinn
::stands:: Pang: Have a seat.

Cmdr. Richter III
::offers Pang a seat::

Lt. Lenor
::stands their looking at chair.... decides not to sit in it::

Lt. Peters
::Runs diags on defensive systems::

Ens. Pang
::takes seat:; Thank-you Sirs

Capt. Brinn
All:  Cmdr. Richter will head an AT to Viran.

LtJG. Quchant
::tears gaze away from Lenor.....back to console::

Cmdr. Richter III
::looks at CO and nods::

Lt. Lenor
::looks at Quchant:: acknowledged

Capt. Brinn
The rest of you will be on it, with the addition of Lt. Lenor as Science.

Lt. Praxton
::shakes herself, pays attention::

LtJG. Tharrn
::nods::

Capt. Brinn
All: Your task is to search for any evidence of Romulan activity on the planet.

LtJG. Quchant
::checks arrival time at Canoris::

Lt. Praxton
::nods::

Ens. Pang
::listens very very carefully::

Capt. Brinn
Cmdr: I'll expect to be kept fully informed of your findings.

Lamar
@::::busy breaking into a store that sells jewelry :::

Cmdr. Richter III
CO: yes sir

Capt. Brinn
Cmdr: And until we know what is going on, minimal contact with the Virans is suggested.

Lt. Lenor
::walks over to the ensign at Tac:: Ens: is all ok here... ::ens. nods:: good

Cmdr. Richter III
CO: I as going to suggest the same thing sir

Capt. Brinn
All: Are there any questions?

Capt. Brinn
::nods at Richter::

Lt. Praxton
CO: are we to dress like the natives?

Cmdr. Richter III
::looks at all assembled::

Capt. Brinn
Praxton: That is an excellent idea.

Lt. Peters
<Barnes>: #Peters:  We've discovered the fault sir.  We need the launcher off-line for five minutes to affect repair.

Lt. Lenor
::goes back to the co's chair.... turns console so she can see it.... still doesn't sit in chair::

Capt. Brinn
It would draw less attention to the crew.

LtJG. Quchant
Lenor: Computer showing Canoris system approaching

Lamar
@:::Breaking open the cases with the jewels in them and pausing to admire some fine stones on rings he takes them and places them on his fingers :::

Lt. Peters
#Barnes:  Doing it now.

Lt. Praxton
::nods:: ALL: then we need to pay a visit to stores.

Lt. Peters
::Takes aft torp launcher off-line::

Capt. Brinn
All: Yes, work with Quchant to obtain what you need.

Lt. Lenor
Quchant: acknowledged.. ::nods::

Ens. Pang
::wonders about weapons ... too nervous to ask::

Lamar
@::::grabbing a fistful of necklaces he goes out into the street :::

Capt. Brinn
Richter: All AT personnel should be equipped with phasers and pattern enhancers. Whatever else you think you need.

Capt. Brinn
All: I expect weapons to be inconspicuous.

Ens. Pang
::breathes small sigh of relief::

Rich
<Melanna> @::walking down street and gets knocked over by man rushing past with a hand full of jewels:: Ooof !

Capt. Brinn
All: Anything else?

Lt. Peters
::Shield diags show no fault ::

Lt. Praxton
::doesn't like to carry weapons::

Cmdr. Richter III
CO: understood sir, do you suggest a desiganted time for contact

Lt. Lenor
Quchant: what is the eta to entering the Canoris system?

LtJG. Quchant
Lenor: One moment Sir...checking...

Lamar
@::::he is accosted by this lady who appears to have been once a librarian, who wishes to procreate :::

Capt. Brinn
Richter: Since I'm not sure what you will find, I'll leave it to your discretion.

Ens. Pang
CO:: No Sir ::hoping she does not make a mess of things::

Cmdr. Richter III
CO: understood sir

LtJG. Quchant
Lenor: 5 mins to Canoris....

Capt. Brinn
::waits for other questions::

Rich
@<Melanna> Taelis: What are you doing ? Have you paid for those ? 

Lt. Peters
::Runs diags on transporter systems, starts with targeting array::

Lamar
@:::He co-operates with the inevitable ::

Lt. Lenor
:;walks back over to science.... doesn't want to mess with CO's console.... looks at scanners.... every thing appears to be ok::

Capt. Brinn
::turns:: All if there is nothing else, then make your preparations.

Lt. Praxton
::nods and stands::

Cmdr. Richter III
::looks at all assembled :Okay folks, to the stores we go

Lt. Lenor
Quchant: let me know when we have entered the system

Capt. Brinn
Richter: You will need Lenor with you.

Ens. Pang
::stands ... and waits for Seniors to move::

LtJG. Tharrn
::nods and raises::

LtJG. Quchant
Lenor: Sir.

Capt. Brinn
All: Dismissed.

Cmdr. Richter III
::stands and moves to Lenor::

Rich
@<Melanna> Taelis: You know that is wrong. It goes against the laws we have made for ourselved. Here.....::holds out hand:: Let me return them for you and we will say no more about it

Lt. Praxton
::leaves RR::

Rich
<Lamar. sorry>

Ens. Pang
::politely lets everyone leave first ... then follows::

Capt. Brinn
::moves out of Ready Room::

LtJG. Tharrn
::chats with Dr. Praxton en route to the stores::

Lamar
@:::Backhands Melanna:::

Cmdr. Richter III
Lenor: you are posted with me on the AT, please download all known facts on the Viran populas please

Capt. Brinn
::nods at bridge crew::  Lenor: Status?

Rich
@<Melanna> Lamar: What the.....?

Lt. Praxton
::small talks with the counselor::

LtJG. Quchant
Lenor&CO: 1 min to Canoris

Ens. Pang
::follows Dr. Praxton to the stores::

Lt. Lenor
CO: We are about to enter the Canoris system

Capt. Brinn
::nods at Quchant:: Acknowledged.  Slow to quarter impulse and establish standard orbit.

Lt. Praxton
::enters the TL with AT""

Capt. Brinn
Lenor: Excellent.

Lt. Lenor
::walks away from CO: XO yes sir

Lamar
@Malenna: For years I have denied  myself these things and now I will have them

Cmdr. Richter III
::looks at Praxton, Pang and Tharrn: go st stores, Ill meet you in TR1 in 5 minutes

Lt. Praxton
::nods::

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Quarter Impulse, Aye

Capt. Brinn
::moves to CO chair and seats herself::

LtJG. Quchant
::establishs standard orbit::

Lt. Lenor
:;goes over to science and begins d/l on facts about the Viran populas::

Rich
@<Melanna> Lamar: You know that is wrong.....we must earn for ourselves ::looks sympathetically and pleadingly at Lamar::

Lt. Peters
::Diags report a fault with targetting array in TR1::

Ens. Pang
::picks out suitable clothing from stores and dons them quickly -- checks out phasers for all the AT::

Lt. Lenor
:;checks scans again......::

Lt. Praxton
::leaves TL and heads for ships stores::

Cmdr. Richter III
Lenor: You are with me on the AT as Science, please download all info on Viran populas in tricorder, meet me in TR1 in 5 minutes please

LtJG. Quchant
::double check Stores have got their act in gear with native clothing::

LtJG. Tharrn
::follows Praxton::

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  The AT will need native clothing.  Please arrange for one of your staff to work with them to get what they will need.

Lamar
@Malenna : I know that after I was Ill I saw things in a new light 

Lt. Lenor
CO: there appears to be traces of a faint warp signature.... Romulan...

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Already on it Sir

Ens. Pang
::calls Security to let them know that Ensign Hopper is now IC on the bridge::

Lt. Peters
{#}Richter:  Commander, if you are planning on using TR1 I suggest you don't...we've just discovered a fault.

Lt. Praxton
::looks over suitable clothing, chooses something drab::

Capt. Brinn
::grins at Quchant:: I should have known. :-)

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sir, permission to leave bridge to attend to stores

LtJG. Tharrn
::gets native clothing and a brooch::

Lamar
@::::Walks away from Malenna ::::

Rich
@<Melanna> Lamar: I have had strange feelings too lately. It is as if I cannot be bothered to do anything anymore....strange....

Capt. Brinn
Quchant: Acknowledged.  We are in orbit?

Ens. Pang
::passes phaser to Dr. Praxton ...:: Praxton:: it is set to minimum

Lt. Lenor
Captain?

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Yes Sir

Lt. Peters
::Barnes completes repair on aft tropedo launcher::

Capt. Brinn
If not, I can take helm.

Cmdr. Richter III
Peters: thanx, relay info to Tharrn, Praxton, Lenor and Pang, teel them to meet me in TR" please

Rich
@<Melanna> ::thinks about the "visitors" that were here recently::

Capt. Brinn
Lenor: Yes?

LtJG. Quchant
::leaves Bridge for stores::

Lt. Peters
Richer: Aye sir.

Lt. Praxton
::takes phaser, a distasteful look on her face:: Pang: Thank you.

Cmdr. Richter III
::makes way to TR2 via the stores::

Lt. Lenor
There are warp signature traces of a romulan ship

Lamar
@Malenna : then Youy are also starting to see a new way.... a way to enjoy our life to the fullest 

LtJG. Quchant
{deck} ::gets in TL and goes to deck 12::

LtJG. Tharrn
::gets phaser and stuffs it into a pocket::

Ens. Pang
::hides her phaser in hip pocket::

Cmdr. Richter III
::arrives in TR2, awaits others to arrive::

LtJG. Quchant
::enters Stores...sees AT help themselves::

Lt. Praxton
::hides phaser in bag::

Lt. Peters
{#}Tharrn, Praxton, Lenor, Pang:  Please report to TR2 not TR1 for AT.

Rich
THE PLANET LOOMS LARGE ON THE VIEW SCREEN IT'S RED HUE GLOWING IN THE SURROUNDING DARK UNIVERSE

Lamar
@Malenna : Come let us enjoy them together 

Lt. Lenor
#Peters: Acknowledged

Lt. Praxton
::looks at team::

Rich
<ack>

Ens. Pang
#Peters: Acknowledged ... on my way

LtJG. Quchant
AT: Hang on....have you checked with the quartermaster?

LtJG. Quchant
<man overboard>

LtJG. Tharrn
AT: Let's get going.

Cmdr. Richter III
::walks to TR technician::

LtJG. Quchant
Tharrn: Let me check....

Ens. Pang
::arrives at TR room::

Lt. Praxton
::walks along with AT::

LtJG. Quchant
::checks out AT are suitably clothed::

Rich
CAPTAIN BRINN CLUTCHES HER HEAD AND FALLS TO THE FLOOR

Lt. Peters
<Barnes>: #Peters:  Repair complete sir.  Ready to bring launcher back on-line.

Lamar
@:::Enters a fine resturant  and sits down ::

Lt. Lenor
::gets info transfered to a tricorder..... heads for TR 2::

Ens. Pang
::checks that everyone is armed ...::

Cmdr. Richter III
Ens. Talsot: when you beam us down, make sure we are located away from any buildings, I dont want anyone seeing us land

Rich
@<Melanna> Lamar: This does not feel right......

LtJG. Quchant
::grabs suitable clothes for Lt. Lenor...and heads for TR2::

Cmdr. Richter III
<Ens. Talso> Aye sir

LtJG. Tharrn
::shows phaser to Pang and stuffs it into the pocket again:: There it is!

Cmdr. Richter III
::checks equipment::

Lt. Peters
Barnes:  Noted.  Can you go to TR1. We have a fault in the targetting array.

Lamar
@Malenna : you will feel differently shortly 

Ens. Pang
::waits for arrival of rest of AT::

Lt. Peters
<Barnes>: #Peters:  On our way.  ::Sighs::

LtJG. Quchant
<OPS Ens.> ::notices CO on floor::...medical emergency

Cmdr. Richter III
::nods at Pang::

Lt. Lenor
::runs into TR2 out of breath::   XO:Sorry I am late..... there are signs of Romulan warp signatures.... we nees to be careful

LtJG. Tharrn
::arrives at TR2::

Lt. Peters
::Brings aft torp launcher back on-line::

LtJG. Quchant
::hands native clothes to Lenor::

Ens. Pang
::smiles a little nervously::

Lamar
@Malenna : now what will you have ??

Cmdr. Richter III
Lenor: okay, thanks for that information

Rich
@<Melanna> Lamar: I don't know......do you remember those visitors that were here recently ?

LtJG. Quchant
Lenor: Quick...get into these..

Lt. Lenor
::takes clothes from Quchant:: thanks

Lamar
@Malenna : Yes I was among the first to greet them

Ens. Pang
::hands phaser to Lt. Lenor::

Lt. Peters
{#}Bridge:  Aft torpedo launcher is back on-line.

Lt. Praxton
<some one comm me about that medical emergency please>

Cmdr. Richter III
::watches as Lenor changes::

LtJG. Quchant
<OPS Ens.> {#} Dr. Praxton to bridge.....emergency medical

Lt. Lenor
::takes phaser:: thanks Pang

Lt. Lenor
::puts on clothes over uniform::

LtJG. Quchant
::watches Lenor change and thinks this job has perks::

Lt. Praxton
::hears page:: ALL: Sorry, you'll have to go with out me.

Ens. Pang
::wonders what is wrong that the Doctor has to rush off::

Cmdr. Richter III
{#} Praxton and Tharrn, ETA please to TR2?

Cmdr. Richter III
@Lenor, Tharrn and Pang: There has been a sign of Romulan activity, set phasers on stun, when we land, Lenor please scan the area, we'll make way to the nearest settlement.  Are you ready?

LtJG. Tharrn
Richter: Err... I am here, Sir...

Lt. Praxton
::leaves TR at a run::

Capt. Brinn
::lies unconscious::

Ens. Pang
::wonders what has called Dr. Praxton to the bridge ... listens to XO::

LtJG. Quchant
::heads back to bridge from TR2:: {deck}

Lamar
@Malenna they seemed nice enouigh but for that one fellow..... I can't remembe his name offhand 

Lt. Lenor
@XO: yes sir

Ens. Pang
XO:  Aye Sir

LtJG. Quchant
::walks into bridge::..What the...!!!!

Cmdr. Richter III
Tharrn: are you ready?

Lt. Praxton
::calls for sight to sight transport to get there quickly::  Computer: sight to sight transport, emergency, clearence Praxton Omega 1

Ens. Pang
::sets phaser to stun::

LtJG. Tharrn
Richter: Aye, Sir!

Rich
<Ens. Rheanna> {#} *Peters* Lt. can you report to the bridge. You are needed immediatley

LtJG. Quchant
::rushes over to CO::

Lamar
@:::Orders for both :::

Lt. Praxton
::transports to bridge::

Lt. Lenor
::sets phaser on stun::

Cmdr. Richter III
@looks at TR Tech : energize please {transporter}

Lt. Peters
#Rheanna:  Acknowledged.  On my way.

Capt. Brinn
::doesn't move::

Lt. Praxton
::rushs over to Captain::

Cmdr. Richter III
@AT lands

LtJG. Tharrn
::dematerializes::

LtJG. Quchant
Praxton: don't know what happened...I left the bridge for 5 mins...

Lt. Peters
::Enter TL and heads for Bridge::{Deck}

Ens. Pang
::materialises on planet::

Cmdr. Richter III
::looks at surrounding terrain::

Lt. Praxton
::takes out medical tricorder and scans::

Lt. Lenor
@::starts scanning area::

LtJG. Tharrn
::checks surroundings::

LtJG. Quchant
Praxton: You need help?

Ens. Pang
::scans for signs of life .... in all directions::

Cmdr. Richter III
@Lenor: scan result please

LtJG. Tharrn
@::notices that it is starting to rain::

Lt. Peters
::Walks onto bridge.  What on Earth..::

Lamar
@Malenna : I know we have been friends for many years ....but I am wondering why we have never been more ...

Lt. Peters
Bridge crew:  Report.

Lt. Praxton
Quchant:  I think she will be ok in a moment. ;:smiles::

Capt. Brinn
::moves slightly::

Lt. Peters
::walks to command chair::

Lt. Lenor
@XO: there appears to be a settlememt about 1 kilo away.... east sir

Capt. Brinn
::remains unconscious, but moans::

Cmdr. Richter III
@::looks at Lenor, Tharrn and Pang::

Ens. Pang
@XO:: Sir ... no-one in our immediate area .... but there is a city over there ...

Lt. Peters
Bridge crew:  Report!

LtJG. Quchant
::checks OPS station over Ens. shoulder::Peters: All ok Sir...Standard Orbit holding 

Cmdr. Richter III
@Lenor: okay, we'll head for that then

Lt. Praxton
::taps gently on Brinns face::

LtJG. Quchant
::relives Ens.::

Cmdr. Richter III
@AT heads east

Lt. Peters
Quchant:  Thank you Lt.

Lt. Praxton
CO: Captain

Capt. Brinn
::eyelids flutter slightly::

Ens. Pang
::takes point position ::

Lt. Peters
Praxton:  How is she?

Rich
@<Melanna> ::looks out into the street and noticed dark falling::

Capt. Brinn
::opens eyes, looks a little dazed::

Lt. Lenor
:;follows.... continues to scan::

LtJG. Tharrn
@::picks a strange flower::

Ens. Pang
@::thinks .... hope my disguise is good enough::

Cmdr. Richter III
@::notices Pang taking point::

Lamar
@:::::notices Malenns blushing :::

Lt. Praxton
Peters: She seems to have skipped several meals and her blood sugar is a bit low.

Capt. Brinn
::struggles to sit up:: What happened?

Lt. Praxton
CO; You fainted.

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: Should I transport them to the Sickbay?

Cmdr. Richter III
@Tharrn: Id be careful with that flower, it may be harmful?

Ens. Pang
@::walks cautiously .. checking for life signs all around::

Lt. Peters
Quchant:  That's up to the Dr.

Lt. Lenor
@::scans flower::

Capt. Brinn
Praxton: That's odd; I felt fine one minute, and then...

LtJG. Quchant
Praxton: Doc?

Rich
@<Melanna> ::feels strangely .....violent:: Lamar: What do you think you are looking at ? eh ? ::stands up and throws drink in Lamars face::

LtJG. Tharrn
@::looks at Lenor questioningly::

Lt. Praxton
CO: I think you sould accompany me to sickbay and we'll set you right.

Cmdr. Richter III
@Lenor: when you downloaded those files, did you notice anythng that could be useful to us?

Capt. Brinn
::looks at Dr.:: I'm fine, really.

Lamar
@::::Stunned ::::

Ens. Pang
@ALL:: there are a couple of life-forms behind that ridge ... but animal I believe::

Lt. Lenor
@Tharrn: That flower should do you no harm.... but I wouldn't be picking anything else... might not be so lucky

Lt. Praxton
::Nods to Quchant:: We'll walk.

LtJG. Quchant
::thinks the Doc should insist the CO go to sickbay::

Lt. Peters
FCO:  Maintain standard orbit.  Science:  I want continual scans of the area.

Cmdr. Richter III
@Pang: recieved, are they dangerous?

Lamar
@::::backhands Malenna :::

Lt. Praxton
CO: No, you need to rest for a  little while and then you may resume your duties.

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: Sir...::maintains orbit::

Ens. Pang
@XO:: they appear to be small herbivores Sir ...

Capt. Brinn
::struggles to feet, looks slightly annoyed::

Lt. Peters
CO:  Captain go.  I will call you if things hot up.

Lamar
@:::Leaves her lying on the floor of the resturant ::

Capt. Brinn
Doctor: Very well.

Cmdr. Richter III
@Pang: okay, lets keep going

Lt. Praxton
:Nods::

Rich
@<Melanna> ::sits on the floor bruised and stunned::

Cmdr. Richter III
@Lenor: eta to settlement

Ens. Pang
@::starts forward again::

Lt. Praxton
CO: Can you make it under your own steam?

Capt. Brinn
Dr.: Will my quarters suffice, or must it be Sickbay?

LtJG. Quchant
::running diagnostic on Bridge Environmental systems::

Cmdr. Richter III
@{#} XO to Seleya

Lamar
@::::Walks hurriedly down the street ..mad and angry :::

Capt. Brinn
Dr: I think so.

Lt. Praxton
::considers::

Ens. Pang
::notices signs of cultivation::

Lt. Lenor
@XO: Just over that Hill there

Lt. Peters
#Richter:  Go ahead commander.

Lt. Praxton
CO: if you like, your quarter will surfice.

Lt. Lenor
@XO: about 5 minutes tops

Cmdr. Richter III
@# Seleya: we have scanned a village just due East, making way on foot, everything 'normal' as it can be, I'll keep you informed, XO out

Rich
A SMALL TOWN CAN BE SEEN NEARBY WITH A FEW LIGHTS BLINKING IN THE DISTANCE AS THE DARK FALLS

Capt. Brinn
::smiles at Dr.:: Thank you.  You may check on me as you wish, or perhaps assign an orderly to keep an eye on me.

Ens. Pang
@::moves cautiously towards the brow of the hill .... lies down to look over::

Lt. Peters
#Richer:  Acknowledged.

Lamar
@::::Walks up hill....kisking plants :::::

Lt. Praxton
CO: Let's go then.

Ens. Pang
@ALL:: Care .... a native is approaching!

Cmdr. Richter III
@ALL AT: wait a minute please

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: Sir...I think I may have detected a small flaw in the environment sub-systems on the bridge

Lt. Lenor
@::stops::

Cmdr. Richter III
@Pang: report please

Lt. Peters
Quchant:  Explain.

Capt. Brinn
::nods at Dr. and makes way to TL, stumbling slightly::

Cmdr. Richter III
@:: looks at AT::

Lamar
@:::Sits down with a native fruit and begins eating it :::

Lt. Praxton
::helps the CO enter the TL and accompanies her to her quarters::

Capt. Brinn
::enters TL::

Ens. Pang
@XO:: whispering:: it seems to be someone out for a casual stroll?

Capt. Brinn
::enters quarters::

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: There is a small leak in one of the plasma conduits...not dangerous....yet...but it was above where the CO was standing

LtJG. Tharrn
@Well, we look like natives, don't we?

Lt. Praxton
::walks over to the replicator and orders the Captain a meal::

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: It explains why she fainted

Capt. Brinn
::moves to sleeping room and lies down::

Ens. Pang
@::thinks - now is a test of the disguieses::

Lt. Peters
::Looking up::Quchant:  what?  Get a repair crew up here ASAP.

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: I will relay this to the Doc

Lt. Praxton
Captain: Before you sleep, please eat something.

Ens. Pang
@XO:: can we re-route around the hill?

Cmdr. Richter III
@Pang: recieved, we'll try and make our way as normal, for the record we are travellers ging from village to village

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: Sir.

Lt. Peters
Quchant:  Good.

LtJG. Quchant
::pages repair crew::

Capt. Brinn
::looks at Praxton:: Ah, perhaps.

Lt. Peters
::Decides the XO's seat looks comfortable::

Capt. Brinn
::gets up and moves to replicator::

Cmdr. Richter III
@AT : are we ready

LtJG. Quchant
{#}Praxton: A small plasma leak on the bridge seemed to be the cause of the CO's misfortune, Doc

Ens. Pang
@::moves back towards the rest of the AT::

Capt. Brinn
:;thinks something light is in order, and calls for chicken soup::

Lt. Lenor
@XO: ready sir

LtJG. Quchant
#Praxton: It is being seen to

LtJG. Tharrn
@::plays with the phaser in his pocket::

Ens. Pang
@XO: Aye Sir

Lt. Praxton
(#) Received Lt. Quchant, thanks

Lamar
@:::gets up and crests the hill ...muttering to himself :::

Cmdr. Richter III
@ALL AT: into the breach then my friends, oh, Pang, keep the rear covered please

Capt. Brinn
::sips soup slowly::

Cmdr. Richter III
::AT heads forwards towards village::

Ens. Pang
@::moves to end of the line ... trying to look normal::

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: I hope that leak doesn't get worse....(tempts fate)

Lt. Praxton
CO: If you need me, please don't hesitate to call me.  And get some sleep.

Lamar
@AT: What you want ?

Cmdr. Richter III
@Lenor: anything on scanners?

Capt. Brinn
Dr:  Will do.  ::pauses a moment::

Lt. Peters
Quchant:  Me too Lt.  You don't have to sit under it :)

Lt. Praxton
::smiles::

Cmdr. Richter III
::stops the group::

Lt. Lenor
@XO: sir.... villager there...

Ens. Pang
@::looks up at Lenor ... ::

Lt. Praxton
CO: you'll be fine.

Lt. Peters
Science:  Anything on those scans.

LtJG. Quchant
::repair crew arrive at bridge::

Capt. Brinn
Dr: Peters has the bridge?

LtJG. Tharrn
@:: clears his throat::

Lt. Praxton
CO: Yes, I beleive so

Cmdr. Richter III
@Unknown male Viran: who are you?

Ens. Pang
<Lemar I meant!>

Lamar
@AT : Odd time of night for strangers to be travelling 

Capt. Brinn
Dr:  I had wanted you on the AT; please check with him.

Lt. Peters
Repair Crew:  Ah good I will get out of your way ::Good excuse if you ask me::

Capt. Brinn
::finishes her soup:: I'll sleep now.

Cmdr. Richter III
@we have travelled afar, in seek of rest

Lamar
@Richter : I sam Lanar

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: Sir...look at this....

Lt. Praxton
::Nods:: will do.  Get some rest ::smiles and leaves::

Lt. Lenor
<Stevens> Peters: Nothing abnormal is showing now.. the faint warp signatures are gone now.

Ens. Pang
@Lemar:: we were delayed ... and are late for our rendezvous

Cmdr. Richter III
@Lamar: it is good to meet you

Lt. Peters
::Stands and walks to Quchant:: What is it Lt.

LtJG. Quchant
::brings up Bridge environmental systems on display::

Capt. Brinn
::moves back to sleeping quarters and orders some quiet music::

Ens. Pang
@::hushes up::

Capt. Brinn
::lies down::

Lt. Praxton
::enters TL to head back to the bridge::

Lt. Peters
::I must be getting slow:: Quchant:  Explain.

Lt. Lenor
@::hides tricorder::

Lamar
@Richter : Oh and with who that stub of a Banker or our god-forsaken Mayor ?

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: Look at that....::points to anomoly::....you're an engineer...what do you think

Ens. Pang
@::suddenly feels extremely angry with Lemar ... no reason::

Lt. Praxton
::arrives back on the bridge::

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: It is a design fault...stress fracture

Lt. Peters
Quchant:  Good god man, your right....

Ens. Pang
@Lenor:: - whispering ... I feel something wrong in this man ...

Capt. Brinn
::finds herself unable to sleep, and sits up::

Cmdr. Richter III
::looks at Lamar and smiles:: Sir, you toungue doth soundeth strange, we travel afar from Western side, in seek of food and rest

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: The whole bridge unit will have to be replaced

Lt. Peters
Quchant:  The whole of the bridge will need replacinging.

Cmdr. Richter III
::looks quizzed at AT::

Lt. Praxton
::nods to Peters and Quchant:: The Captain will be fine afer she gets some rest.

Capt. Brinn
#Peters:  Any word from the AT?

Lt. Peters
<Great minds>

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: I recommend we transfer command to engineering

Lt. Lenor
@Pang: must be your nerves::smiles::

Lamar
@Richter : Probably for free too like all the other beggars who have been here lately

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: And seal the bridge until we get to a starbase

Lt. Peters
#CO:  Yes sir.  They are checking out a small village they have discovered.

Lt. Praxton
::hears Captains page, wonders why she isn't sleeping yet::

Ens. Pang
@::Lenor :  NO it is more than that ... I feel extremely strange ... angry with him ... I cannot explain it!

Cmdr. Richter III
@Lamar: if you mean free, are you offering it free

Lt. Peters
<Rich, transfer to engineering>

Ens. Pang
@XO:: Sir ... Please ... there is something wrong ....

Lt. Lenor
::turns back to Lamar.... quickly scanns Pang::

LtJG. Tharrn
@::moves closer to Pang::

Lamar
@Richter : Youknow the cusatom ...we have to pay for visitors ...takes food out our mouths though to do so 

Cmdr. Richter III
::looks at Pang:: explain please ::whispering::

LtJG. Tharrn
@::listens to Pang::

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: Sir....you have to authorise the command move....

Ens. Pang
@:;feels absolutely furious with Lamar::

Ens. Pang
@XO:: Sir ... I cannot explain ...

Cmdr. Richter III
@Lamar: we need shelter and maybe information, we can pay in kind my man

Lamar
@Richter: i may as well lead you lot in as well

Ens. Pang
@::colours up with fury... SIR

Rich
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